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Health conscious
Professor Hubele changes lifestyle after
health warning. See story on page 6.

Bored?
A closer look at some of Lynchburg's
cultural offerings. See page 7.

Squeeze play
Flames squeak by Eastern Michigan in
a close one. See story on page 8.
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Liberty
debate
teams
succeed

Flames claim 17th
in national poll
By CURT W. OLSON
News Editor

The Liberty University football
team was nationally ranked for the
first time in the 18-year history of the
school Oct 9 as the NCAA Division
1-AA ranking committee placed LU
17th in the nation.
The Flames football team has received intense national publicity during the semester thus far as ESPN and
more recently Sports Illustrated
have visited the campus, not to mention the various newspapers who have
published articles about the school
and the football team.
LU's consecutive upsets of top 20
teams greatly influenced the ranking.
LU upset intrastate rival James Madison University 19-14 on Sept. 30,
which went into the game against LU
ranked number 20 in 1-AA.
Also, LU's come-from-behind 9-7
victory against Eastern Illinois on Oct.
7 contributed to the ranking. EIU went
into the game against LU ranked 19th
in 1-AA, and even with the loss the
Panthers dropped into a four-way tie
for 20th.

LU remains one of only six undefeated teams in the poll with the
defeat of Eastern Michigan University 25-24 Saturday night. Undefeated Southwest Missouri State,
which will visit LU Nov. 18, ranked
number four.
One more season opponent made
an appearance in the top 20, Youngstown State. LU will visit 18th ranked
Youngstown Nov. 4.
LU defensive back Donald Smith
said, "It (the ranking) doesn't mean a
great deal. The only thing that matters right now is to keep on winning.
The team has reacted to it, but we
know itwon't mean anything until the
end of the season."
Defensive back Brian Woolfolk
said: "I couldn't believe it when I saw
it,butit'sjustanumber. We played
hard to get it, but we have to keep
playing. We can't get complacent.
All that we're doing is for the glory of
God."
The Flames were expected to climb
higher in the poll after their defeat of
Eastern Michigan on October 14 at
EMU. The new poll was released
Oct 17.

By BRETT HARVEY
Champion Reporter

Professor Brett O'Donnell, director of forensics, took his winning
debate team to Penn State University
for the Penn Debate. The LU team
managed a winning record of 31 wins
and 29 losses.
O'Donnell said he was very pleased
with the performance of Liberty's
The George Mason University debate team holds a consultation during the tournament on Saturday. novice teams ontiieirfirstouting of
George Mason won on both the varsity and junior varsity levels.
i*oto by John Hot* the season. However, O'Donnell was
hoping for a better performance.
Liberty did have two teams reach
the eliminating round. Novice Jim
nounced Sunday afternoon. In the the host college, did not participate. Serensen and Dan Beezie made the
By MICHELLE COOK
varsity category George Mason edged
Guest debate teams included Bos- quarterfinal round as well as die junChampion Reporter
out James Madison. The George ton College, Clarion University, Fair- ior varsity team of Sherry Smitii and
Mason teams also took first place mont State University, George Ma- Amanda Grahm.
A speaker award went to Tom
The Liberty University Debate honors at the junior varsity level. Bos- son University, George Washington
Team hosted a National Debate Tour- ton College took the top honors in the College, James Madison University, Walker forbeingthesixdibestspeaker
Mary Washington College, Saint in the junior varsity while Jim Sernovice category.
nament Oct 13-15.
Vincent College, the U.S. Naval ensen received the same honor for the
Liberty
University,
because
it
was
The debates winners were anAcademy, University of Georgia and novice division.
Wake Forest University. Lynchburg
"I'm disappointed in the results,
and Bridgewater colleges observed. but I am not discouraged witii the way
Trie topic of this year's debate is our team debated," O'Donnell said.
"Resolved: that the federal govern- "The Liberty teams debated well."
•Republican Edwina "Eddy" Dalton tisements distorting Marshall scheduled for their second debate, ment should adopt an energy policy
Lisa Lundquist, captain of die deBy MARVIN HAMLETT
against Democrat Donald Beyer for Coleman's record," College Republi- and the CR's will sponsor a debate which substantially reduces fossil fuel bate team, agreed with O'Donnell.
Champion Reporter
lieutenant governor.
can Becky Scales said. Scales, the party in DeMoss 160 and 161. Also consumption in the United States, "Being widi me team for die last
•Republican Joseph Benedetti against Lynchburg Youth Coordinator ex- on Oct. 28 a state wide "lit drop" is excluding the U.S. military."
diree years, I feel that mis year's
The campaign trail provides Col- Democrat Mary Sue Terry for attor- plained: "Wilder made claims that planned so that every state resident
The six-round tournaments held on team has the best morale, wimess,
lege Republicans with their busiest ney general.
Friday and Saturday led to the final unity and the most potential of any
Coleman was against abortion even will receive literature.
season as activities are planned to •Republican Steve Newman against in cases of rape and incest while
Many students doubt the College elimination rounds of each of the team I've ever been a member of,"
endorse party candidates and aid them Democrat Ted Harris for the House of Coleman has said otherwise."
Republican club has had an impact on levels: novice, jr. varsity and varsity. she said.
in their campaigns.
Delegates.
Liberty had 10 teams represented at
Scales believes that victory depends this year's elections. Former CR Each round lasted about two hours.
Four races that occupy the main
The race with the most significance, on the 18percentof undecided voters. member Todd Sorensen agreed with During this time, both the affirmative Penn State, witii varsity, junior varand the negative sides had equal sity and novice divisions competing.
concerns of the CR's are the follow- however, is the chase for governor. That's the targeted audience for CR's. that assessment.
ing:
Polls show Wilder leading by two "We have already done a great deal of
"I think they are less effective than opportunity and time to state their The novice teams took 16 wins with
•Republican Marshall Coleman percent.
campaigning, and we have a lot more they used to be," Sorensen said. position, to combat their opponent's eight losses.
against Democrat Douglas Wilder for
"I think the main reason Wilder is planned," Scales said.
"Many CR's pay their dues and fail to reasoning and to introduce and supThe junior varsity team ended the
governor.
leading is because of his new advercompetition with an even win/loss
The College Republicans will con- get involved. The CR has excellent port their plan.
tinue to go door to door taking polls stands on the positions, and it can
Onlyfivepeople are involved in a record of 12 and 12. The varsity was
and sending the results to Coleman's have an tremendous impact if it util- round: one judge, two on die affirma- not as fortunate and ended wim three
tive side and two on the negative side. wins and nine losses.
campaign headquarters in Richmond. izes its membership."
They are also distributing absentee
ballots to the Virginia residents on
LU's campus.
The CRs have also planned to mail
The Residence Life office has announced parking arrangements for the
out kin folk cards. "Kin folk cards are
Homecoming game Oct. 21. These arrangements will only affect those
similar to post cards, except these will
with cars parked in P-l, P-2, administration lot (P-7), mansion lot (P-9),
promote the Republican ticket,"
DeMoss lot (P-3) and Religion Hall lot (P-6).
be graveled in order tiiat students said diey would be willing to change
Scales said. "People receive them
• Students who will be gone Saturday, Oct. 21 will need to move their
could park tiiere and havetiieircars banks so diey could use it. On the
and are encouraged to mail them to By VANGIE POGGEMILLER
Champion Reporter
vehicles to the North Campus before they leave.They will also need to aron campus during Homecoming.
average a student uses an ATM two
their friends in Virginia."
range their own transportation back to LU.
The senate voted this bill dirough, tofivetimes a week.
One of the more innovative things
• Any student here for Homecoming will need to move his car to the
All students are encouraged to voice
CRs are doing is the advertisement of The SGA senate debated diree bills but Davis said it needs die immediate
main GE parking lot Saturday between 7:30 and 8:30 a.m. Shuttle buses
opinions regarding these bills by
candidates using signs in grass. "We last week that are on the SGA "Hit response of me student body.
will transport students from GE back to campus. The shuttle service will
The last bill on the "Hit List" calls writing positive letters in support of
spell out Marshall Coleman's name Lisfwhich Vice President Paul Davis
run from 7:30 to 10 a.m. ShutUe service back to GE will resume at 4 p.m. in the grass," Scales said. There is an feels desperately need support from for die installation of an automatic these bills to the administration.
until 7p.m. All cars must be moved from GE by 9 p.m. For work purposes
teller machine on campus.
Letters should be sent to the SGA
example of the grass endorsement on die student body.
and other situations, the mall shuttle will continue as usual but will stop
The senate Research Committee office.
Route 29 at Limitorque.
The first bill cads for a split meal
atGE on the hour. The 25 cent fee will be waived for this day only.
Mark Gott, first vice-chairman of plan for the residents of die senior surveyed 100 students for informaStudents are also encouraged to
• Any student vehicle not moved from these designated lots will receive
membership, said, "It's basically been dorms. The bill would allow residents tion on this bill. The survey showed talk to their dorm senators if diey
a $25 ticket beginning at 8:30 a.m. Saturday.
the same type of campaigning for all of those dorms to buy meal plans that 97 percent said diey would tike have any questions regarding tiiese
• Resident assistants will be allowed to keep their cars in these lots.
similar totiiosegiven the town stu- an ATM on campus, and 70 percent resolutions.
of the candidates."
They will be designated with an RA sign on the driver side dash.
Tonight Coleman and Wilder are dents. The residents would be required
to purchase one of die meal plans.
Marriot has shown mat die food bill
for students who are not senior dorm
residents would increase by S25-S40.
1900 abortion patients surveyed
Senior dorm residents would save up
By DAWN WALKER
for me future." Getting the meal plan for all dorm students to $800.
Champion Reporter
is not possible at the present time, Davis said
Since most students will eventually
The Student Government Association is currently
Although town students are not required to purchase a live in die senior dorms, die savings
working on the passage of a bill that would allow residents meal plan, senior dorm residents will be required to pur- outweigh the increase.
No religious
of the senior dorms to have a choice in the purchase of chase one of die meal options offered.
This bill passed die senate. The bill
/ affilition
outnumber live births:
meal plans.
The new dorms that were completed last year come now needs support from die 10 per/
22%
Live
The senior dormresidentswould be offered the same equipped wim a stove and refrigerator. 'This plan will cent of die students which currenUy
Abortions BMs
choices as town students. Instead of being required to make die new dorms more useful and financially conven- live in die senior dorms.
Other 4%:
#1 Aiantic City. NJ
3,260
2,663
purchase 21 meals per week, the student can choose ient for die students," Davis said.
The next bill calls for an emergency
#2 Burlington, VT
2,020
1,621
between five, seven and 15 meals per week.
"It seems more practical," Lisa Ashworth, a current parking area behind die senior dorms • Q
#3 Chicago, Cal.
2,350
2,046
#4 Ft Lauderdale, FL 7,490
6,053
The plan will raise the costs for remaining students by senior dorm resident said. "A split meal plan will allow die during Homecoming weekend.
DD
#5 Grand Forks, NO 12,410
11,498
about $40 per week, according to SGA Vice President students to enjoy die dorms a lot more."
The administration had planned to
#14 Richmand, VA
10,450
9,167
DDD
Paul Davis and figures recently released by Marriott.
Susan Steeves, a resident last year of me senior doims have students parktiieircars on North
#15 Roanoke, VA
3,780
2,853
"Our goal is to eventually make this plan an option for said shetiiougtudie plan is a very good idea. "It seemed Campus Thursday dirough S unday of DDDD
Source: Alan Gutlmacher Intitule (abortion
all students and not just senior dorm residents and town a waste to cook your own meals when you were paying for Homecoming week.
numbers); Natality Branch, U.S. Dap!, ol
QDDDQ
Health and Human Services (live births)
diem at me cafeteria. 1 think mis is an excellent solution," The bill would require die clear, DDDDDDD
students," Davis said.
1980.
Davis referred to me proposed bill as "a foot in die door she said.
level area behind die senior dorms to
See Page 3 for related stories..
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Gosh... They treat
we are just little

Students reveal
the people they
admire the most

us like
kids.

inner
view

"...Where the spirit of the
Lord is, there is Liberty."
II Corinthians 3:17

Poor joke demonstrates
need for student maturity
Immaturity is a touchy subject on the Liberty campus.
Maybe it is due to the fact that the problem is so widespread.
Maybe it is because a few people are making an example out
of a few immature students.
The subject deserves a closer look.
On the night of Thursday, Oct. 12 someone went through
DeMoss Hall and put Superglue in the locks of all of the
doors. Some may find that funny. Yet the next morning a
locksmith had to be called and all of the locks had to be
replaced.
The act of a few immature people? Yes.
But what of the bubbles in the courtyard fountain? Or the
trash cans full of water leaned up against a dorm room door
which fall into the room when the door is opened? And how
about throwing mail back through the mail boxes onto the
mail room floor? Then there are the students who insisted
on walking across the unfinished track because it was a
short cut, even though they had been told they would
damage it.
All of these are signs of an immature student body.
Certainly no one person is naive enough to believe it is the
same few students who are; behind these practical jokes
every time.
Are these things even practical jokes? Practical jokes can
be defined by the enjoyment one receives from playing a
practical joke on a person. It is fun to watch a roommate's
reaction as he climbs into bed to find it has been shortsheeted. People enjoy watching others as they discover the
unexpected. This was the principle behind the television
show "Candid Camera."
Practical jokes can also be defined as the simple, nondamaging acts in which people find humor. Most practical
jokes consist of things like short-sheeting a bed, putting
marshmallow cream on toilet: seats, smearing vaseline on
door handles and covering a roommate's bar of new soap
with clearnail polish. These things are relatively humorous
and cause little, if any, damage.
Superglueing locks meets neither of these requirements.
Who could possibly find humor in watching a locksmith
replace locks? It might be funny to watch as someone tried
futilely (unsuccessfully) to open a door, but all of the doors
in DeMoss? The second stipulation is that of cost. Someone' s
little joke cost the university a great deal of money in new
locks and installment costs.
Bubbles in the fountain also cost the university. And
although not meant as a practical joke, walking across the
unfinished track cost Liberty a few thousand dollars.
Consider who pays for these things. There isn't a dondr
out there who has set up a "prank fund." No, the university
pays to have locks replaced, tracks fixed, bubbles removed
and mail picked up off the floor. In turn, they pass the cost
on to the students through higher costs or reduced services.
Can these cost be attributed just to a few students on our
campus? Or should the entire student body be blamed?
Or should they be attributed to immaturity? Do Liberty
students just need to grow up?
Within the student body there are varying levels of
maturity; this fact is accepted. However, accompanying the
fact is a toleration of the lowest levels of immaturity. This
is why the entire student body must do some growing up.
Furthermore, students cannot simply agree that the student body needs to grow up; they must do something about
it. However, in addition to being immature, Liberty students tend to be very apathetic (wait until someone else
does something).
Each student must begin with himself. As Christians
there is an emphasis on being an example to the world. As
each student tries to demonstrate his own maturity, he will
be an example to those around him. In this way the entire
student body will mature and the immature behavior we
now have will no longer be tolerated.

Liberty Forum Policies
The Liberty Champion
welcomes members of the
Liberty community to submit letters to the editor on
any subject.

The Liberty Champion
reserves the right to accept,
reject or edit any letter received, according to the
policies of the Liberty
Letters should not exceed Champion.
3 0 0 words and must be
The deadline for all letsigned. The Champion asks ters to the editor is 6 p.m.
that all letters be typed.
Thursday night.
All material submitted to
Please address all letters
the Liberty Champion be- to "Editor, Liberty Chamcomes the property of the pion" and drop them off in
Champion.
DH 109 or Box 21754.

Liberty Forum
Pro-life/pro-choice
stories examples
of poor journalism
Editor,
Daniel Dombak's articles on the
pro-life and pro-abortion rallies (Oct.
4), exhibited extremely poor journalism. Dombak stated that "no one
seemed to know...why they were
present, and what they were doing."
Many people definitely did know why
they were present and what they were
doing. This is why we were at the
NOW end of the mall talking to people
and actively protesting. Students from
Liberty and James Madison University were at the NOW rally making
themselves and their convictions
known. The "black man making his
way through the crowd yelling through
a microphone" was not the only prolifer demonstrating. Domhak was obviously in the wrong place at the wrong
time in his search for excited, determined people.
As for pro-abortionists being warm,
friendly and excited, I have never
heard a more incorrect statement in
my life. We were encircled by skinheads and obnoxious women yelling
obscenities and derogatory comments
for over an hour. The National Organization for Women certainly did
have impressive, exciting speakers.

Who wouldn't be thrilled to hear an
admitted lesbian state her point of
view?
At the "Stand for Life" rally prolifers did mourn the unborn. NOW's
excitement is an emotion that fades
when the rally is over, but the prayers
of Christian pro-lifers everywhere
have the power of God behind them,
and that will be the key to our victory.
Dombak needs to get his facts straight,
or he "may as well throw in the towel
today."

Regardless of job,
Jeffrey
social standing or
batting average, Simmons
probably all of us
have another person we admire and
hold in the highest regard.
Here are the favorites of some students and faculty and the reasons for
their favorable regard:
Michelle Matthews, Saxonburg,
Penn. - "I admire my grandmother
because she is very loving, kind, and
she displays the Lord in her life."
Wendy Fornes, Long Island, NY
- "I admire my parents: my father because of his intelligence and my
mother because she is a very careeroriented lady."
Nena Bongaards, Minneapolis,
Minn. - "I admire Dave Adams because of what he has done for the
youth program here. He really knows
how to deal with kids and the problems they're facing."
Julie Johnson, Hampton, Va. - "I
admire David Ring because he's
overcome many difficulties (cerebral
palsy) and hasn't allowed his circumstances to keep him from serving the
Lord."
Jon Meyers, Daytona Beach, Fl. Editor,
"I admire photographers like Ansel
I was extremely perturbed at the Adams because he demonstrates so
first editorial in the Oct. 4 edition of much knowledge through his art"
the Liberty Champion (Students reTracy Evans, Richmond, Va. - "I
sponsible for slow mail system, Page admire Kevin Costner because he is
2). The writer seemed to know noth- cool, and he doesn't even have to try."
ing but sarcasm. I was tolerating the
Suzan Smith, Glenwood City, Wi.
article with mild distaste until I got to - "I admire my father because of the
the final paragraph. By any chance, values he upholds and because of the
could we somehow be subjected to advice and support he has given me."
material free from gross exaggeraKevin Harris, Flatwoods, Ky. - "I
tion, extreme sarcasm and ridiculous admire my fiancee because she is
stereotypes such as "Liberty students intelligent, understanding, lovable,
just need to grow up?" I am not a and she buys me lots of stuff. (Just
"letter thrower," and I do not think kidding, Stef)."
that good mail service consists of
Felicia Halstead, Lynchburg, Va.
"...next day delivery to their dorm - "I admire Donald Trump because he
room" like the article so blatantly
is using some of his profits to benefit
claims "most students" do. I wish the
society. Also, he has a lot of money."
author would realiize that the way to
Kelly Hayes, Richmond,Va. - "I
stop people from doing the throwing
admire Dr. Hahlen because he has
is not to call them immature and insult
been through so much, yet he has
them. Constructive criticism is one
overcome his physical limitations and
thing and insulting the entire student
is an excellent example of a discibody for something a small minority
plined Christian."
does is quite another. That article had
Dr. Charles Poe, Lynchburg, Va.
no right to be in the same newspaper
- "I admire Hunter Riggins, owner of
as the Liberty seal that graced the edia large Ford Dealership because he is
torial heading.
a honest businessman, possesses integrity and displays spiritual qualiMark Lockwood ties in his life. His word is his bond."

Insulting student
body will never
change behavior

Heather Niles

Student requests
fair letter policy
Liberty Champion,
I founded Liberators For Life here
at LU as a pro-life branch of Students
for America. As founder and chairman, I assure you that all 150 of us
(mostly women) would very much

like to see Heather Niles's letter (see
Rally stories show poor journal*
ism) published in its entirety. This
concern of ours is due to the fundemental truths contained therein that
must be read by the student body. Our
newspaper is put together well considering certain situations, and for the
most part I congratulate your staff. I
trust you will meet my request.
Guy Redmer

Campus: Issues and Answers

Principles strengthen spiritual life
community in which they live.
Question:
Follow the rules of life. UnfortuWhat would you Dr. A. Pierre
nately some Christians believe they
recommend I
Guillermin
have therightto violate the values of
do to strengthen common decency or be the exception
my spiritual life?
Answer: There are several things I to ethical standards by which men and
would recommend to all students, to women live. We are not immune to
help you strengthen your spiritual life. the rules of life or the laws of the land.
Maintain a sense of mission and We are admonished in Scripture "to
singleness of purpose. I believe the render under Caesar that which is
primary mission in a Christian's life Caesar's and to render unto God that
is to "honor and glorify the Lord" in
all that we do. The positions we hold,
professions we enter or roles we
play, all are but a means to the end
of honoring and glorifying the Lord.
If you can keep this singleness of purpose before you, everything you do
in life will have meaning and value.
Develop a commitment to excellence. I realize we are not perfect, but
as Christians we are to strive for excellence in serving the Lord. Success
in a Christian's life is not a comparison with what others have done.
Success in a Christian's life is to do
the best you can do with the talent and
resources God has given you. God
does not ask us to do more than we can
do; He asks only tiiat we do our best.
By striving for excellence in every
facet of your life, you will go further,
accomplish more and serve the Lord
more effectively.
Make a contribution to life. Often
times Christians become monks, restricting themselves to monastic life
within the church environment. Christians need to remember that the Christian faith is to be expressed in everyday living. We are never more like
Christ than when we are reaching out
to meet someone's needs. Christians
need to get involved and give something of themselves to other Christians, to the unconverted and to the

The Liberty Way

which is God's."
Be an example. The greatest witness or influence a person can have in
life is not by what he says or does
but what mat person is. Everyone can
be an example. I call it evangelism
by example: the ability to live one's
life so that it will reflect well on the
Christ that we serve and represent.
Many people do not see Christ because too often being Christian gets in

by G.Trlplett

the way.
Take time. In this world of chaos,
confusion and change we need to take
time—time to be with the Lord, time
to study die Scriptures, time to pray,
time to share your testimony and time
to encourage others.
You can strengthen your spiritual
life by living it everyday. It's called
"practicing what you preach."
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Operation Rescue stands Why do women have abortions? Abortion war fought
up for rights of unborn
1900 women
surveyed

worship the king's image, they were
exercising civil disobedience. They
Champion Reporter
also faced a consequence. And alShould Christians
though they disobeyed, they did not
interfere with those who wished to
be involved in the
latest wave of anti- — — — — worship the image.
abortion tactics as practiced by the
Christians must be careful not to
group Operation Rescue which blocks arouse unnecessary hatred in those
entrances to abortion clinics across who represent the opposing view
the country, risking fines, possible because the anger that people feel
towards abortion protesters' tactics
arrests and even jail sentences?
On the surface it's easy to classify can actually intensify their desire to
these individuals with those who oppose the pro-life movement.
bomb abortion clinics, and the one
There is a fine balance between
thing Christians can't afford is to be making a position known and being
viewed as part of a lunatic fringe obnoxious about it. Christians must
operating outside of mainstream so- be careful that their present behavior
does not hinder their chances of negociety.
The age-old question of civil dis- tiating peacefully in the near future.
Some Christians claim that, as long
obedience is involved here. When
man* s laws violate God's laws. Chris- as the government is not forcing them
tians have a right to disobey. When
Daniel and his friends refused to See Operation Rescue, Page 4

by action, not silence

By TIM CALDBECK

Freedoms, has learned that abortion
advocates have made political threats
News Editor
to various New York senators and
representatives whohaveconsistently
Why has the pro
:—
voted pro-life.
life movement been Analysis
And at a recent rally held in Charvirtually quiet since ——^^——
the Supreme Court's Webster deci- lottesville during President Bush's
education summit, Yard and the NOW
sion in July?
We (pro-lifers) must think that were organized. They handed out
women like Kate Michelman of the folders of information to the press and
National Abortion Rights Action protestors. In other words, these
League and Molly Yard of the Na- people were able to further their cause
tional Organization of Women have by distributing information.
bluffed on their declaration of war for
Maybe it is just the Virginia prolegal abortion.
life movement that is weak, but the
On the contrary, they have not!
fact that Yard and company have got
Syndicated columnist Cal Thomas the upper hand on the pro-life movepublished a column in the Sept 2, ment is alarming.
issue of Human Events magazine,
However, the picture is not as bleak
which revealed some of the tactics of as it appears. In fact, this fall various
abortion advocates last spring as they state legislatures in the U.S. are dealprepared themselves for the Supreme ing with the abortion issue and seriCourt decision.
ous restrictions are expected on aborEditors of Woman's Day, Family tion in those states.
Circle, Good Housekeeping and
Also the Supreme Court may hear
Ladies' Home Journal met with edi- as many as three abortion cases dursaid. "Political leaders are getting a become a major political factor in a 11.8 percent undecided.
tors of the more socially and politi- ing this term; and if the justices follow
By DANIEL DOMBAK
public-opinion message that they candidate's campaign for office or
The research also indicated that, cally conscious magazines such as the trend they set in July, more restric'• Feature Editor
cannot, should not, restrict or inter- reappointment.
based solely on their abortion posi- Harper's Bazaar, Lear's, Ms., and tions on the abortion industry are on
fere with women'srightsany longer.
"Abortion is becoming a watershed tions. Wilder gained seven points and Cosmopolitan at the request of Cos- the way.
• After the Supreme
Court decision in Analysis
People don't want any more restric- issue for a candidate wanting to be Coleman dropped two.
mopolitan editor Helen Gurley
The way to win this war will be by
July, pro-lifers stood ————— tions on abortion."
elected," Falwell told a group of stu"The significant shifts that occur Brown.
keying on the big states like Califoraround and said to each other, "We
The National Organization for dents on Oct. 11.
from this direct prompting (telling
The purpose of the meeting was to nia, New York, Texas, Florida, Pennwon, didn't we?" And, satisfied, they Women claims that the pro-life move"It's (any vote on an abortion issue) voters of the candidates abortion discuss the role the less politically sylvania, Ohio, Michigan and Illiwent on their merry way, believing ment has the support of a minority of no longer a vote cast in a vacuum. It's position) seems to indicate that the conscious magazines could play in nois, he may be able to capture smaller
! the battle was over.
the American public. They tell poli- a vote with real consequences," said abortion issue could have a devastat- keeping the Roe v. Wade decision a states which are currently riding the
Yet in the past week, several deci- ticians that it is political suicide to Rep. Dale Kildee, a Michigan demo- ing effect on the Coleman candidacy," legal precedent in the United States. fence on the abortion issue.
At the meeting Michelman "of' sions concerning abortion have been oppose their pro-choice view and the crat who supported tougher restric- the Mason-Dixon report stated.
The pro-life movement must take
made which prove the battle rages on, 61 percent of the voters who support tions on federally funded abortions. However, the report continued to fered" each editor a letter which was this war seriously because it involves
The political implications of the state that although abortion will be a meant to be converted to a full-page the lives of "the least of these," and
and the pro-life movement is far from abortion.
Barbara Boxer, D-Calif., restated abortion issue are further evidenced factor in the race, its impact may not ad in the magazines for women to cut pro-lifers must not lose sight of that
winning.
Florida lawmakers met in Tallahas- this when it was suggested that Presi- by a September poll by Mason-Dixon be as great as the survey suggested. out and send to their state and federal reality.
Because of the political power of representatives.
see to consider several bills proposed dent George Bush could possibly veto Opinion Research, Inc. The poll conThe enemy is displaying the will to
Glamour magazine and Madem- win at all costs and on all fronts deby Republican Gov. Bob Martinez, the House's ruling lessening restric- centrated on the Coleman-Wilder the abortion issue, the pro-life
who called the meeting after the tions for Medicaid-funded abortions. gubernatorial race and the effect the movement must become more politi- oiselle magazine quickly obliged spite what we do, and in some cases,
Supreme Court decision upholding a
'The political momentum of this abortion issue has on a voter's choice. cally active. A handful of students Michelman. Glamour incorporated what we don't do.
Missouri law which gives states more issue is so strong now that i f President Voters were informed of both candi- lobbying is not sufficient. Instead, the letter in May and Mademoiselle
If thetidein the pro-life movement
power to regulate abortion laws.
Bush vetoes this, he'd be making a dates' positions and asked how they every person who believes that published the letter in its June edition. does not get out of the lethargic mode
But there's more to it than that.
would vote. The results gave Wilder abortion should be restricted should
The Florida proposals included a big mistake," Boxer said.
which it currently lies, we will lose
A conservative lobbying organiza- battles in state capitals across the land
ban on publicfinancingand use of
Liberty Chancellor Jerry Falwell (pro-choice) 46.1 percent of the vote,
public resources for abortions, addi- agrees that the abortion issue has Coleman (pro-life) 42.1 percent with
See Politics, Page 4 tion, New Yorkers For Constitutional and eventually the entire war.
: tional abortion clinic regulations, a

By CURT W.OLSON

Analysis

Pro-life loses ground in political arena

change in the viability testing date

from 24 to 20 weeks, a requirement
that doctors tell women seeking an
abortion about the development of
the fetus, a seven-day waiting period
between the time a woman decides to
have an abortion and the actual operation and a proposal limiting public
funds and facilities.
The Florida State Legislature adjourned Oct 11 as the proposed laws
died in committee.
Now, with the decisions upholding
the current legal status of abortion in
Florida, the nation must consider the
implications.
In Florida it seems obvious that
there will be no change. This will
heavily effect the other states as they
consider similar proposals.
The House approved a bill for federal Medicade funding to poor women
wanting abortions because of rape or
incest on Oct. .11.
The Florida legislature's decision
and the House vote, to a lesser degree,
have made it clear that restricting
abortion funding in their own state is
not a political necessity.
"Florida has just sent a message to
the nation," Eleanor Smeal, president
of the Fund for a Feminist Majority,
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Advice on Living

Externships provide opportunity
for students pressed for time

Friends Should reflect values
During World Impact Week I had the
Christie
privilege of speaking to a missionary to
Great Britain. I asked his advice about a
Hayes
decision I was struggling with in regard
to my future. His advice took me by surprise.
Rather than telling me to pray about it or search the
Scriptures, he said, "Christie, surround yourself with the
godliest people you canfind.Make friends with those who
love the Lord with all their hearts."
Just as water reflects our faces, the friends we choose
• reflect the condition of our hearts. Rebellious or spiritual
or athletic or shy people tend to attract each other, reinforcing their common strengths and weaknesses. While
character and personality traits are largely determined by
the individual, the power of friends is definitely a force to
be reckoned with.
Finding yourself in the midst of a group whose influence
is questionable is not an uncommon occurrence, but it is a
significant one. Not only will you be burdened with the
infamous 'peer pressure,' but you mayfindyourself misunderstood and unappreciated when you do the right
thing.
But how are you to remove yourself from a situation
such as this when your friends are already chosen? Inform-

Wednesday, Oct 18,1989

During the past
few weeks Future
Shawn
Search has been
bringing students de Lestard
information about the numerous
opportunities that offer practical
experience throughout a broad spectrum of careers.
Many people are discovering that
graduation day is just around the
corner. It is too late for seniors to
enroll inaco-operativeprogram where
learning in the job is enhanced with
monetary reward. And internship
programs tend to be time consuming
as most seniors try to cram and take
more than 18 credit hours in their last
semester.
But they could consider an externship. This is a new program that gives
participants a one-week exposure to a
desired career field under the guidance of a professional.
"During this week, the student attends meetings, meets various profes-

ing your cronies that they aren't spiritual enough for you
is probably not the best approach. This scenario can be
avoided by your own attitudes and conduct.
Instead of being a reflection of the values of others, ask
the Lord to make your life an original and multi-faceted
work, unchanging with the ripples of human approval.
When people begin to see strong character in you, they
will probably either run from you or toward you.
On the other hand, those who are sincerely seeking the
Lord will more than likely be drawn to someone who is
likeminded.
If you are having a difficult time locating 'kindred
spirits,' you've come to the right campus. Admittedly,
everyone at LU is not striving for the same goal, but
your chances of forming long-lasting, God-honoring
friendships are much greater here than virtually anywhere else.
Prayer leaders, spiritual life directors and resident
assistants are good places to start. Find one of these in
your dorm with whom you are willing to bare your soul
and ask them to help you pray for new friends. You
can be sure that the Lord will provide this desire for
you, since "two are better than one," according to His
word.

sionals within an organization, works
on small projects in the laboratory,
office and field," career counselor
Shelly Siebertsaid. "Externships will
benefit students at every academic
level by giving them an opportunity
for career exploration."
By exploring a particular field,
students often discover that their perception of a specific role is different
than reality.
A better focus on a career goal can
lead to greater motivation. This often
will lead to better grades and a more
fulfilled time at college.
A University of Virginia study
revealed that 60 percent of extems
were offered a summer job, internship or a full-time job after gradu-

ation.
Students may apply for the externship program at the Career Center in
DH 164. They are asked to give the
names of three companies they would
be interested in working with and the
dates they are available.
Dates to remember:
• The Hampton Rhodes Job Fair,
Norfolk, Va., Oct 23. Limited seating available.
• Liberty University's Career
Day, Nov. 2. More than 33 companies will be on campus to recruit.
Companies planning to attend include IBM, Pitney Bowes, Coopers
and Lybrand, the Department of Justice and Word Broadcasting. Plan to
have your resume ready!

the HO story

Student defines terms for winter sports
It's snowing in
Montana.

word has it

—
Dan

Hochhalter

from my home — — — ^ —
state that, other than the usual green,
the leaves have yet to take on another
color, and up to six inches of snow
have already fallen in the Big Sky
Country. Boy, I'm homesick.
Winter has always been my favorite time of year. Of course, many of
you from the southeast would probably think that I'm absolutely insane,
and most psychologists would agree.
Although I've had some interesting
times on beaches, getting tans, playing frisbee and getting burnt to a crisp,
I must admit my fondest memories
come from my Grandpa's cabin in the
mountains during Christmas. I'm talking sledding with snow working down
your layers of clothes, goose-feather
snowflakes, hot chocolate, a roaring
fire in the stove and my relatives
digging me out of a snow bank after I
was catapulted from a snowmobile.
It's been about four years since I've
experienced a good of Montana
winter, and I miss it dearly. I can't
wait to get back for Christmas break.
Now, no offense meant to people of
the southeast, but I have found them

to be most ignorant about winter. But,
before some of you get your feathers
ruffled, let me say I'm just as ignorant
about beaches.
So, Ifiguredit's my duty as a columnist to enlighten someof you about
winter so you can know important
aspects of the season in the unlikely
event they occur in Virginia. To make
this easy for you, I have prepared a
glossary of winter terms for you to
memorize. (There will be a quiz next
week.)
• Sledding: A popular winter sport,
consisting of hurtling down a steep
grade (hill) on top of any item which
generates little friction between it and
the snow, thus allowing you to reach
fatal speed. The anti-friction item
can be anything the mind can conceive. Inner tubes, cardboard or plastic bags work the best. (Siblings or
car hoods will do in a pinch.)
•Skiing: Same as sledding, the difference being that this is done in a
standing position mounted on two
sticks with waxy bottoms.
• Snow: The white ingredient that
musibe pre sent for sledding and skiing
to occur.
• People-eating Tree: The lone tree
on any mountain that feeds on unsus-

pecting sledders/skiers. Its branches
have been known to reach across the
entire face of a mountain to clothesline a sledder/skier.
• Brakes: The one item inventors
have yet to make for sleds.
• Snow-bunnies: Persons of the female gender who model the latest
winter fashions.
• Hunters: Persons of die male
gender who get revenge for being
dumped all summer by pelting snowbunnies with the dreaded snowball.
Usually they travel in large marauding groups.
• Cross-country Skiing: The newest winter aerobic exercise in which
participants trudge through seven feet
of snow on level countryside atop two
sticks.
• Death: The conclusion of most

to doanyUiing against their will, there
is no need to protest. The rationale is
that a woman should have therightto
get an abortion if she wants. In other
words, as long as the government is
only allowing abortion and not enforcing it, abortion is permissible.
The key point the proponents of
Operation Rescue make is that die
lives of unprotected children are at
stake. If Christians don't stand up for
the unborn babies, then who will? Is
the blood of Uiese children on our
hands? Is it our duty to protect mem?
If it is, are Operation Rescue's tactics
the best way? Maybe any way is better than none at all.
Each Christian must decide for
himself what he minks isright.Obviously, a good deal ofriskis involved.
Going to jail can seriously interfere
with one's life, especially a college
student's. A police record can label
individuals as troublemakers. In these
days, when the word "fundamental-
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ing be done Reynard
through selfish
ValdeZ
ambition
or — — — — • conceit, but in lowliness of mind let
each esteem others better than
himself."
Philippians 2:3
Ministry service requirestiiatone
have a servant's heart: a desire to
serve others before one's self. This
carries witii it a big responsibility to
serve with a humble spirit. In serving people, one must not look for
praise or personal gain but look out
for the interest of others.
In Philippians 2:13-14 Paul
writes, "For it is God who works in
you both to will and do of His good
pleasure. Do all things without
murmuring and disputing."
One night while two friends talked
about their Christian service, they
realized they had a critical attitude.
As they recognized the problem one

Continued from Page 3

ist" has so many negative connotations, Christians have to decide if
they want toreinforcethese images.
Cm die odier hand, maybe Christians haven't done enough. The
Apostle Paul would probably be considered a fanatic if he were alive today, even by some Christians. The
early Christians gave their lives for
what they believed in. Would they
have stood silently by astiieirgovernment allowed die murder of millions,
or would tiiey have protested?
Early Christians might have even
found the tactics of Operation Rescue
too mild. Jesus tore die temple apart
when he was angry with die sin he
found mere.
The question of standing up against
abortion is really part of a much larger
issue. Are we as Christians in die
United States willing to stand up and
identify ourselves witii our beliefs, no
matter what die risk?
If we are, standing up for die rights
of unborn babies may be a start in die
right direction.

be activated to let politicians know.
This includes everything from letter
writing to lobbying.
"What's next is we go back to
work," Ken Connor, president of
Florida Right to Life, said after die
Florida decision. "We field new candidates who affirm die sanctity of
human life. And we explore the potential for a constitutional amendment"
Pro-lifers must take this attitude
with diem after each battle until they
reach tiieir goal of a constitutional
amendment They must be careful not
to fall into the "we-won-didn't-we"
trap.
However, some pro-lifers take the
position that political activity is not
enough.

"While it is true mat ultimate
victory will be a constitutional
amendment to outlaw child killing,
the question is, how will we get
there?" Randall Terry, founder and
executive director of Operation Rescue, wrote in the Rudierford Institue
Magazine's March-June 1987 issue.
"Over 14 years of mostly education
and political lobbying has gotten
virtually nowhere. Over 20 million
children are dead, and the situation is
deteriorating."
For Terry and otiier activists witii
groups like Operation Rescue, social
upheaval is the only means they see of
ending legalized abortion.
Yet other pro-lifers oppose the
tatics of social active groups. They
do not believe in civil disobedience.
They will often quote I Peter 2:13-15
which instructs believers "to submit

to every ordinance of man for die will recognize political and social
Lord's sake."
efforts.
They, instead, believe in the power
The Christian wing of the pro-life
of prayer.
movement must use all available
"Our battle is in prayer," was the means if it hopes to win any significry at the Sept. 17 pro-life prayer cant battles in Virginia or Florida or
meeting and rally at the First Baptist any other state in this nation. This
Church in Charlottesville.
includes the use of prayer, political
And prayer is a powerful thing; activism and social upheaval in a
nothing significant can be accom- coordinated effort to end legalized
plished without it. The fact is recog- abortion. Relying too heavily on one
nized.
or another will result in the same
However, die majority of politi- squandering seen during the past 15
cians do not recognize prayers. They years.
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friend made a profound statement
He said, "Christians become legalistic when their attitudes are critical
instead of humble."
LU students attend so many required meetings and extra-curricular activities that it becomes draining just to keep up. But when it
comes to Christian service, we must
realize that we are to pour our lives
into what we are doing.
A favorite verse of mine is Matthew 20:27-28: "And whosoever
will be chief among you, let him be
your servant; even as the Son of
man came not to be ministered unto,
but to minister and give His life a
ransom for many."
We are LIGHT bearers to a lost
and dying world. We are to build
each other up and encourage one
another to good works. Let's have a
JESUS attitude when it comes to
improving our serve.

Politics

-Operation Rescue
Continued from Page 3

out-of-shape cross-country skiers.
• Hockey-jockey: (also known as
ski-jockey) The event of grabbing the
rear bumper of a car, allowing the car
to pull you around on the ice.
• Reverse: The driver's way of letting the ski-jock know he's not welcome on die bumper.
• Snowmobile: A sled witii a motor,
allowing even faster fatal speeds.
• Snowbank: Where the passenger
of the snowmobile winds up.
• Avalanche: The event in which
thousands of tons of snow come crashing down on top of winter sportsmen.
• ANiceTry: The attempt of a skier
dodging an avalanche.
Obviously, this is not an exhaustive
list. However, should a blizzard be
dumped on Lynchburg this winter,
you'll now be more prepared.

"Let noth

J

Moonlight Madness pleases students

News Briefs
World
Anti-American students
invade U.S. embassy

Monday dropofOcL 19,1987, plunging almost 191 points.
Analyisus believe prices fell because the buyout deal for UAL Corporation fell through.
Prices had declined steadily
throughout the trading day but fell
almost 175 in two and one-half hours
before closing.

SEOUL, South Korea - The U.S.
embassy here was invaded last Friday by six anti-American student
activists who demonstrated outside
the embassy and damaged the embassy property during a 50-minute
incident
Florida legislature tails
The students, captured by Korean to pass abortion limits
police, were armed with firebombs,
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. - Florida
home-made explosive devices, tear
state legislators left the capital last
gas grenades and pipes.
Wednesday with no new restrictions
No injuries were reported.
on abortion after a special session
Moscow paper exposes called by the governor.
Gov. Bob Martinez had hoped that
government cover-up
Florida would be the first state to
MOSCOW, Soviet Union - The restrict abortions following the SuMoscow News reported last Friday premeCourt'sWebsterrulinginJuly.
Legislation dealt with financing
that Soviet officials concealed the
extent of the damage caused by the of abortions and clinic regulations,
but no bills dealing with restrictions
1986 Chernobyl nuclear disaster.
The report claims that doctors were made it through subcommittees of
told to ignore the severity of radia- the House and Senate. (See Page 3
tion contamination to which some for related story)
workers were exposed. They also
ignored evacuation advisories from Bush will continue fight
officials working with the disaster. for flag amendment
WASHINGTON -PresidentBush
said last Friday he will allow a congressional bill which outlaws deseNew York exchange
cration of the flag to become law
drops 190 points
without his signature.
Bush still feels a constitutional
NEW YORK - The New York
Stock Exchange suffered its biggest amendment is the best way toprotect
fall last Friday since the the Black the flag.

Nation

History forum
offers student,
faculty rates

By ANDREA BLAIR
Champion Reporter

is extremely popular."
Larry Burch, LUey's employee,
commented after a hectic night of
work, "I now understand why they
call it Moonlight Madness. This is
the wildest I've ever seen it"
Most of the students enjoyed just
being able to socialize for a longer
period of time. Annie Mecias, a jun-

ior, said. "It's great; we played pic"I like the way everyone gets intionary." When asked if she would volved in the movie," one student
like to see Moonlight Madness done said.
more often she said, "Definitely-at
Carolyn Burch said, "I love it. It's
least once a week."
somewhere to go and hang out."
Freshman Amy Meardink said,
Scott Di Vincenzo said, "Moonlight
"They should do it every weekend Madness is a good outlet from being
instead of some of the other things cooped up in the dorms. It allows
they do like Putt-Putt."
students to live after 12:00 o'clock."

Students waited in a line hundreds
of yards long to be admitted to the
first of three Moonlight Madness
activities planned for the semester.
David's Piace stayed open until the
early morning Saturday, Oct 7, for
the occasion.
The $1.00 entrance fee included a
midnight showing of "Karate Kid m."
Free chips were provided. Students
could also borrow such games as
Monopoly, Uno or Pictionary from
the office. Besides the movie and
games, students were able to watch
television and eat at LUey's.
Winners of ping pong and pool
tournaments were awarded free pizzas and concert tickets.
Top finishers in the ping pong tournament included Daniel Su, first place,
and Rich Fairbrother, second. In the
pool competition Daniel Roberts won
first place, and Bret Robyck took
second place.
Roberts said he plays pool three
times a week. He credited his success
in the pool tournament to a friend.
"I'd like to thank Mr. Ferge for the
tips," he said.
Moonlight Madness appeared to be
much better received by the students
than was anticipated.
Jeffrey Bailey, assistant manager at
David's Place, said, "Moonlight Market Mania! Marker in hand, Darlene Snow and Lisa Philips write signs to attract customers to theirtable
Madness is going much better than where they sell baked goods. "I simply love to bake," Philips said. Monday Mania is a flea market type
pno»obyjo«nn. B«<*
was expected; we only expected 400, atmosphere where students can buy and sell various goods and services.
and 600 people showed up tonight. It
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Special rates are offered to col- By KERI BURNS
Otiier issues witii which Parker
ticipated in research and analysis and
lege and university students and
worked
included child care, die
Champion
Reporter
attended
coalition
meetings
and
confaculty who wish to attend die third
American
Disabilities Act (concerngressional
hearings.
annual History Forum at Colonial
Through theCW A internship Parker ing die hiring of homosexuals) and
Concerned Women for America
Williamsburg Nov. 2-4.
The discounted registration fee began its Legislative Internship was able to take part in the hearing abortion.
Parker, the local prayer action chapof S50 per student includes all program two years ago to provide that renounced portions of die Row
AAA
vs. Wade decision ter leader for CWA, hopes tiiat die
college and graduactivities on the program except
on abortion.
CWA club on campus will reactivate
the closing luncheon. The reduced ate students an opDuring a case con- this semester.
portunity to work
faculty registration fee is $100.
cerning die legali"There is simply no leadership at
in the nation's
The special student and faculty
zation of flag burn- this time. New officers were not
capitol.
registration fee covers sessions in
ing, Parker was elected, and it is just inactive," she
By working in
the Williamsburg Lodge auditoFree limo service
able to state her said.
CWA's Legislarium, special tours and evening
from airport and to
personal beliefs on
CWA is offering three eight-week
programs, four-day passes for die tive Department
the
issue.
internships
in
1990.
"One
reason
I
students
also
leam
Historic Area and two receptions.
TRBC and LU.
Beverly LaHaye made die decision to come to Liberty
about die legislaThe special rates also include
proves that "one was for the internship program,"
tive process.
optional discounted lodging at the
person can make a Parker said.
Senior Kristen
Governor's Inn, a Colonial Wildifference," Parker
liamsburg hotel, at $50 per night, Parker, an acsaid. "We need to
counting
major,
plus tax, for 1-4 persons per room.
stand up for die right
was given this opThe History Forum will employ
of religious freeportunity last suman experiential method of educadom."
mer when she par- Kristen Parker
tion for the first time this year.
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Receive an additional 10% OFF!
J^
tions following each of die formal
presentations.
• Apply now for the best part-time job
Registrants will have free time
to tour Colonial Williamsburg
• SALE• SALE• SALE • SALE • SALE • SALE*
* SPECIAL * SPECIAL * SPECIAL « SPECIAL «
in Lynchburg.
museums, craft shops, exhibition
9
• Excellent wages...$3.50 to $10.00 per hour.
buildings and Carter's Grove.
Inquiries should be addressed to
• Great hours for students...Monday thru
Ul
the Registrar, Colonial WilFriday,
5:30
9:00
p.m.
liamsburg History Forum, Post
Office Box C, Williamsburg, Va.
• For more information, call: 832-0469
• "Applause" brass souvenir items •
23187, telephone (804) 220-7255.
8 • MUGS • DECALS • PENNANTS
3
• Cross pen & pencil sets
§

LIBERTY
RATES

PHONE:
(804) 237-2986

COUPON CLIPPER DAYS
at the LU BOOKSTORE
October 19 through 2 1
Thursday through Saturday
"WELCOME ALUMNI"

FREE
TOPPING

ICE CREAM
YOGURT

MAKE A
DASH
FOR
CASH

*

YES. We Can Help.

BIBLES
10% OFF

I
8

% ALUMNI
J£ ASSOCIATION J.
#

|
|

B &B presentations
7703TlmberUkeRd.
P.O. Box 4768
Lynchburg, VA 24502

3
a

SCHOOL
SUPPLIES
10% OFF

Discount Cards

SOUVENIRS
10% OFF!

|
*

* SPECIAL « SPECIAL « SPECIAL » SPECIAL «

xj*

GIFT ITEMS
10% OFF

I

• SALE 9 SALE • SALE • SALE • SALE • SALE •

Note: You must bring the coupon in to receive the discount
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English
professor
CLEP tests allow students to meet degree
requirements earlier, save on tuition costs changes lifestyle

By MICHELLE COOK
Champion Reporter

The College-Level Examination
Program (CLEP) gives students the
opportunity to save money, take more
nppcr-lcvel classes andclcctivcs, add
a minor and/or shorten their time
until graduation through college
credit by examination.
Students who have done well in
high school or who have gained
knowledge through some kind of
personal experience in a particular
subject should consider CLEP.

Jim Wagner, coordinator of testing
at LU, said, "CLEP is designed for
those with a good background in a
subject It is not something you can
learn as you go along in reviewing for
the test."
Those who have reached the 75th
percentile on the SAT or ACT will
most likely meet the minimum CLEP
score required by Liberty.
Wagner said that student's previous knowledge and past experience is
no guarantee that they will pass the
CLEP, but it is a good barometer.
The program is divided into two

types of exams: general examinations and subject examinations.
General exams cover the five areas
of humanities, math, natural science , social science and history
and English composition with essay. Subject exams include specific
topics that are equivalent to LU
courses.
The fee for each CLEP examination is $37. Study guides for review
are available in the bookstore and in
the library. Further information,
registration forms or test dates are
available DH 111.

ByTIMCALDBECK
Champion Reporter

LU English instructor Don Hubele took part in a
routine fitness screening here at the university two years
ago. What he found out dramatically changed his life.
Dr. James Colligon, assistant professor of physical
education , told Hubele that if he didn't take immediate
action he was in serious danger.
"Dr. Colligon told me, 'You're going to die, like tomorrow, if you don't change your lifestyle.' He tried to
impress on me that fitness is something thatis very important."
Hubele was in terrible condition at the time. "My
triglycerides were way off the chart. I was 40 pounds
overweight for my frame," he explained.
Hubele was surprised to say the least, but looking back
now he can see how poorly he had been taking care of
himself.
club earn more recognition through
"Just to give you an idea of how I was, one time a colparticipation in different university league and I got together to watch some sports on TV,"
activities, such as running the SGA Hubele said. "The two of us consumed 10 to 12
polls, conducting a r a walk-a-thon, McDonald's hamburgers, a case of Reese's cups and a
sponsoring the bloodmobile.
bag of cookies."
Liberty's club is the largest in
In fact, he often made entire meals out ofjunk food. He
the district, including Central Vir- knew it wasn't healthy but he figured he could get away
ginia Community College, Lyn- with it.
chburg College and Randolph-MaAfter Colligon's dire warning, Hubele immediately
con Women's College, with 35 went to work on changing his diet and implementing a
members. Virginia Tech is the largest regular exercise program.
club in the division. The District which He started running and cut the junk food out of his diet
is the umbrella for LU'sclubis known He stopped eating after 6 p.m. except for fruit and popas the Capital District and includes corn. He also cut down on the amount of red meat in his
Delaware, Maryland and Virginia.
diet
Liberty University's chapter of the
"I eat lots of chicken, fish and salads now," he said. "I
Circle K club is sponsored by Kiwa- had to change my whole lifestyle"
nis International of Lynchburg whose
Hubele said he wanted to impress others with the immembers include professionals and portance of staying in shape.
businessmen.
"We have been entrusted to take care of the temple," he
"Basically, we are the college af- said. "We do sin to ourselves by eating all those cookies
filiate of Kiwanis International" and doughnuts."
Steadman said.
The culmination of all this hard work is that Don

Circle K emphasizes service
By JODY A. BARKER

"We want to let the community
know that we do care, and we want to
help their kids. I've gone and talked to
the kids myself, and all they have is
Wards Road on the weekends. The
kids need help now, not when we
graduate."
The main project for the members
will be the renov tion
th

Special to the Champion

. Mark Steadman's life took on a
new aspect when he was elected president of Liberty's Circle K club as it
offes challanges and opportunites.
The Circle K club has two main
emphases: community service and
"We want
leadership. Commu-

the

?

°J *

playground and
nity projects include COITHflUllity
tO KDOW inside of the
sponsoring the Red
„
YWCA shelter.
CrossBloodmobile,
lrV6 C3TB...
Then, once the
raising
moneyMiracle
for —Network
———
— — members
— — - willwork
is once
com-a
the Children's
and— pleted,
go back

conducting other fund raisers such as
the video tapes of graduation.
One of the most important things
Steadman wants to emphasize is
community service. He shared some
• of his ideas that would get Lynchburg's inner-city children off the
streets during the weekends.
"What they're getting out there is
bad, and we can give them something
good," Steadman said.

month to do volunteer at the shelter.
And there are ample opportunities
to take leadership positions in the
club. Whether it is as an office holder
or as the leader of a committee,
members are always given the opportunity to get involved. Members are
expected to represent the club, and to
uphold the club's standards.
Steadman is also excited about the
club's activities. He wants to see the

Glamour announces contest
By LESLIE COPPESS
Glamour magazine has announced
its Top Ten College Women Competitions for any woman of legal age,
enrolled on a full-time basis, who has
excelled in her area of study.
Glamour will publish a synopsis
of each winner's accomplishments in
the 1990 October issue.
Winners will be selectedfromthese

five categories: Creative Arts/Communications/Humanities, Science and
Technology/Health, Politics/International Relations, Business and Economics and Public Service.
Women desiring more information
on Glamour's Top Ten should write
to: College Competition, Glamour
Magazine, The Conde Nast Publications Inc., 350 Madison Avenue, New
York, New York 10017.

Don Hubele
Hubele recently finished the Virginia 10-Miler. with a time
of 93:06. As a comparison he pointed out that the slowest
time in his age group was 1:65:01.
"It isn't a tear-up time, but I wasn't worried about
winning. I felt pretty good that I finished."
Hubele pointed out that there are other bonuses to
staying in shape. He sleeps better, he's not so tired and he
has more energy.
In short, he feels a lot better. "I can even eat a little ice
cream now and then since I'm exercising regularly."
Hubele's accomplishments were summed up by his office roommate James H. Nutter: 'Two years ago he was
last in the alumni 4-Miler. Today he finished in the upper
half of the 10-Miler."
Hubele hopes his story will be an inspiration and a
warning to others.

Gibbs wins scholarship
By CHRIS BOGGS
Champion Reporter

David Gibbs, president of the College Republicans, won the Watson
Scholarship for an essay he wrote last
semester on patriotism. The essay,
entitled "Remembering the Price,"
earned him $700.
This true story is about an American lieutenant and his men who have
been cut off from their air support in
combat and realized that once dawn
breaks the North Vietnamese will

attack. The soldiers know they have
no chance for survival.
Before his death the lieutenant
writes a letter to his daughter whom
he has never seen.
"Amanda, 1 love you. Love God
and listen to your mother, and don't
ever forget or take for granted the incredible price that was paid for your
freedom in America," he writes.
Gibbs said that he got the idea for
the essayfromtwo sources: his contact with many veterans and an interview with the wife of the lieutenant
which the story is written about.

^Jlaron
Gomer.
PROFESSIONAL HAIR STYLING
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN

Save 30%
on all services
for the month of
October.
2815 LANGHORNE ROAD
LYNCHBURG, VA 24501
PHONE: 528-5648
HOURS: Mon. - Fri. 9-9
Sat. 9-5.

The Best Ice Cream in the World Just Got Better!
Swensen's introduces new all-natural ice cream in 29 TEMPTING flavors:
Honey roasted Maple Walnut
Frosted Chocolate Malt
New York Cherry Cheesecake
Mocha Truffle Chip
Chocolate Macadamia Crunch
Cookies 'n Cookies 'n Cream
Chewy Gooey Candy Bar
Heath Bar Crunch
White Russian
Wild Mountain Balckberry
Strawberries Bananas and Cream
Sticky Chewy Chocolate
Butter Pecan
Chocolate Peanut Butter Cup
Lemon Custard

Cookies and Cream
Mocha Almond Fudge
Chocolate Chip
Praline Pecan
Rocky Road
Turkish Coffee
Bubble Gum
Orange Sherbert
Thin Mint
Vanilla
Chocolate
Strawberry
Caramel Turtle Fudge
Banana

WANTED
The Liberty Champion
is in need of a photo editor for the Spring 1990
semester.

FREE

FREE

Dessert Sundae
with the purchase
of any sandwich

Dessert Sundae
with the purchase
of any sandwich

Bring this coupon on your
next visit and save!

WE USE AND RECOMMEND
PAUL MITCHELL.
Ask for Lisa, Kelly, Laura, Wendy or Ann.

Bring this coupon on your
next visit and save!

• Must have previous experience in photography and
developing processes.
• Must have administrative
skills.
• Scholarship position is
available.

Interested persons should leave their name
and phone number in an envelope addressed
to Editor, Liberty Champion in DH 109.

culture
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Community market maintains
200-year Lynchburg tradition
By AMY POWELL
Champion Reporter

photo by John Hott

For the past 200 years people have
been getting up to go to Lynchburg's
Community Market.
The present site of the market
which has been in operation 40
years, was renovated three years
ago. Now at a site at the Bateau
Landing in the middle of downtown
Lynchburg, people congregate to buy
and sell handmade, homecooked and
homegrown items.
The market itself is open six days a
week, Monday through Saturday from
6a.m.to2p.m. People start shopping
before the sun rises. The first ven-

dors are the fanners who arrive at 6
a.m.
The system was established for
profit. The vendors have to rent a
space, but no money is lost through a
middle man. Nancy Torrence, assistant professor of business and government at Liberty and the Market
Master, said the market exists to
"benefit the farmer."
To benefit the farmer, the market
has two goals. The first is to provide
a place for the cottage industry of
homemade goods. The second goal is
to provide a special atmosphere in
which consumers can buy these products.
In addition to the daily market, there

are 10 festivals throughout the year.
These festivals range from a Christmas show to a special children's day
to a Valentine's Day festival. At
these festivals a wide variety of entertainment is offered. On children' s day
there are a petting zoo and clowns.
Even with all these festivals, Torrence said, "Everything is centered
around the farmers and the vendors."
The market has 17 outdoor stalls
and 39 indoor stalls. Torrence was
responsible for creating additional
spaces in "nooks and crannies" for
more vendors during the market's peak
seasons. Torrence also was responsible for adding additional hours when
the market is opened.

Critique
Liberty sponsors four
separate vocal ensembles

Emil's offers elegant European cuisine

By JULIA K.SIERT

LU places a lot of emphasis on Raymond Locy, chairman of the
music with the music department Music and Art Department, said that
sponsoring four vocal ensembles, plans are being made to allow a
select group of 40 choir members to
including the Sounds of Liberty.
The 40-member Women's Cho- go on tour during Spring Break.
rus, directed by Joan Pennock, often
Locy, who is also director of the
performs at local churches and at marching and concert bands, said
Westminster Canterbury Retirement the band members have been very
Home.
busy concentrating on improving
The Chamber Choir, directed by their football game half-time perDr. Wayne Kompelien, has been formances.
The Chamber Orchestra, directed
honored with an invitation to perform at the Virginia Music Educa- by Dr. Bryan Walton, will perform
tors Association conference Nov. for the first time this spring. Walton
13. The Chamber Choir also often was brought in two years ago to
performs in chapel and during cam- recruit string players for the newlyformed orchestra.
pus church services.
All students are invited to attend
The concert choir is directed by
Dr. John Hugo. This group is aregu- the performances which are schedI lar part of campus church services. uled throughout the year.

Emil's is owned and operated by
After a number of years in Atlanta, bought Emil's and successfully built
Urs and Michelle Gabathuler, origi- the Gabathulers moved to Amherst to a reputation for exquisite fine-dining.
nally from Switzerland and Austria, co-own and operate the Rutledge Inn
In addition to the elegant Rotisserespectively. Urs apprenticed in for two years with the mayor of rie, Emil's offers a cafe for casual
dining, banquet service and an extenSwitzerland and then moved to the Amherst.
states in 1979.
Then in 1982 Urs and Michelle sive deli and bakery.

Champion Staff

Fine Arts Center offers
several art programs

Emil's restaurant, located in the
Boonsboro Shopping Center, offers
both an elegant, fine-dining atmosphere in the Rotisserie and an informal atmosphere in the Cafe. Emil's
is also located in The Plaza, providing
a casual, cafe-style atmosphere.
The Rotisserie's menu offers a vast
array of continental cuisine, ranging
in price from $3.95 to $6.50 for appetizers and from $9.95 to $22.95 for
entrees.
Emil's chef will prepare for you
such mouth watering appetizers as
Norwegian Salmon Cold Smoked and
Angel Hair PastaPaolo. French Onion
Soup, served in an edible bread bowl,
is a delicious way to start a meal.
Savory entrees such as Veal Oscar,
New York Strip Montevideo, Cold
Water Lobster Tail and Duck Au
Grand Marnier are just a few of the
exquisite dishes the Rotisserie menu
offers. However, this menu is just a
suggestion; don't hesitate to ask for
your favorite dish.
Before leaving Emil's, you must
sample their desserts and pastries.
Everything is prepared fresh daily in
Emil's bakery. You won't want to
leave without at least trying the Black
Forest Cake or Baked Alaska.

The Lynchburg Fine Arts Center "Swan Lake" in April 1990.
has a proud past and a promising
The Fine Arts Center theatre profuture. Its purpose is to support, pro- gram is an outgrowth of . the
mote and stimulate community inter- Lynchburg Little theatre, one of the
est in the arts and to provide an envi- oldest continuous community theatres
ronment in which activities of indi- in the country.
There is a different guest director
vidual artists and arts organizations
for each of the five productions durflourish.
The Fine Arts Center opened in ing the 1989-90 season.
_ .Guillermo
The Performing Arts Division also
1962 as a permanent home for the arts
in Lynchburg. The original three- maintains a costume shop with regupronged program of art, music and larly scheduled hours. Costumes and
classical guitarist
theatre was expanded in 1973 to in- accessories are available for rental.
clude dance.
Theatre auditions are open to the
Sunday, November 5,1989
The first community facility of its public. Anyone interested in particiE.C. Glass High School
kind in Virginia, the Center was one pating in a play may call the Fine Arts
of only a handful in the nation that Center foraudition times at 846-8451..
for information: 845-6604
combined several art disciplines under
one umbrella. It is an affiliate of the
Virginia Museum and offers all its
activities to the public.
Through its two divisions, Performing Arts and Visual Arts, the Center
REPAST AT ST. PAUL'S
offers performances, exhibits, work7 0 1 Church Street
shops, classes and special programs
Lynchburg, Virginia 2 4 5 0 5
of interest to the residents of the area.
It is conveniently located across from
(804) 528-3133
Lynchburg General Hospital at 1815
Thomson Drive.
ST/PAUL'
FINE DINING
VALET PARKING
The Fine Arts Center maintains two
art galleries where rotating exhibits
feature the work of local and regional
artists. The galleries are open daily
without charge.
Also on the visual arts calendar are
juried art and photography shows,
special exhibits, workshops and seminars. The year-round instructional art
program includes classes in drawing,
WE DO BANQUETS
; painting, pottery and photography for
all levels of experience. Art camps are
993-2475
a popular summer diversion for children.
On the performing arts side, there
are classes in drama for adults and
young people, with opportunities for i
the latter to participate in youth the- i
atre productions in the summer and i
spring. The dance department offers i
instruction for all ages in creative i
movement, ballet, tap and jazz.
i
The Fine Arts Center Chorus, with i
an emphasis on classical music, re- i
hearses each Monday night at the
i
Center.
«
FACination rehearses each Tuesday and sings popular music. Both i
FACination and the FAC Chorus i
2 SURF & TURF DINNERS
perform jointly in concert at Christ- i
with choice of vegetable and dinner salad.
mas and have separate concerts in the
Coffee or tea, and a piece of hot
spring.
The Regional Ballet Theatre is the
fudge brownie nut pie to split.
resident dance company. Directed by
Colin Worth, auditions are held for
prospective members in the fall. They
perform 'The Nutcracker Ballet" at
Expires 12-30-89
Christmas and will present the ballet

Fierens

tannrt

RESTAURANT

DINNER BY THE LAKE

£\

DAYS I N N

DayBreak
restaurant

DATE SPECIAL

i
i
i
i
i
i
i

A $22.00 value only $15.99

EmiL'S^
I

'<5?

TWO RESTAURANTS UNDER ONE ROOF

CAFE • ROTISSERIE
MESQUITE GRILLED BEEF & FRESH SEAFOOD
WIDE SELECTION OF APPETIZERS
VEAL, LAMB & CHICKEN ENTREES
TABLE-SIDE FLAMBEES

PREPARED IN THE EUROPEAN TRADITION OF EXCELLENCE
TAKE OUT SERVICE
HOMEMADE SWISS PASTRIES
LIGHT ENTREES
WEDDING CAKES

384-3311

ALL MAJOR
CREDIT CARDS

BOONSBORO SHOPPING CENTER
RT. 501 N. LYNCHBURG

^foffiimm
gTOKD
and KIIX

Welcome Liberty
Homecoming!
Explore Superb Dining in the
Elegant Seclusion of
'IhaCfiimers' Szuord & %it
(Located on the 2nd level of Thalhimers
at River Ridge Mall)

OFFERING THE CLASSICS...
• Alaskan Snow Crablegs
• Chicken Cordon Bleu
• Scallops Prima vera
• Prime Rib Aujus
• And Much More!

11-8 Mon.-Thurs.
11-8:30 Fri. and Sat.
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Undefeated Flames shock E. Michigan
By KEVIN M. BLOYE

tion."
"When the game is close, we' ve got
to go to Eric Green," Rutigliano said.
"I've been around for many years "A great player makes great plays in
and have been in a lot of games like the big games, and tonight Eric went
this one, but this win is, without a out and got the job done."
doubt, the best win ever,"
Ironically, EMU free safety Bob
• Flames' coach Sam RutigUano Navarro, first in the nation with nine
interceptions (one in the third quarThe play will be remembered for ter), was in position for his 10th, but
years, and the the game will go into the ball deflected off his hands and
the books as one of the biggest and into the arms of Green.
best in Liberty's 17-year history.
The 10-play, 66-yard drive began
With 11 seconds remaining in the with 5:01 left in the game, and the
fourth quarter. Flames' tight end Eric Flames trailing 24-19. Senior flanker
Green made a sensational catch of a Craig White caught three crucial
deflected pass in the end zone to give passes during the drive, the second
Liberty a shocking 25-24 victory over reception covering 32 yards and
Division 1 -AEastcm Michigan,send- moving the ball to the Huron 25.
ing several hundred Liberty fans into
Before the game-winning drive,
a frenzy.
the LU defense stopped EMU on a
"It felt like the entire play happened fourth and three play at the Liberty
in slow motion," Green said after the 36. It was the second time in the
12-yard touchdown catch. "The ball fourth quarter that the Flames' dewas tipped in the air in front of me, fense halted a fourth down attempt.
and, thank God, I had the reflexes to
"We came out of the locker room
catch it."
in the second half thinking it was time
With the win the 17th-ranked to show them what we were made of,"
Flames upped their record to 5-0 while linebacker Johnny Woods said.
the Hurons suffered their first loss of "Stuffing them on two fourth downs
the season dropping to 5-1-1.
physically and emotionally took the
"When I saw that the pass was windrightout of them."
deflected, I prayed and said 'Lord,
After surrendering 21 points in the
just let Eric catch it,'" Flames' quar- first half, the LU defense allowed
terback Robbie Justino said. "This only a 21 -yard field goal and 149 total
game just proved to everyone that yards in the second half.
Eric is the best tight end in the naWoods led the Flames' defense with

Sports Editor

14 tackles while sophomore linebacker Jeff Curtis capped a brilliant
performance with 11 stops and his
second career interception.
In the first half the Flames struggled
defensively, while the offense, led by
Justino (21 for 32 for 229 yards) and
tailback Leroy Kinard (16 carries for
81 yards) shredded the Huron defense
for 19 first-half points.
On the Flames opening possession
of the game, they went 53 yards on 10
plays, climaxed by a one-yard leap
into the end zone by tailback Charles
McCray. The score ended a twoweek scoring drought by McCray and
vaulted him intofirstplace on the alltime scoring list with 191 points.
Kicker Jason Harrell's PAT attempt
sailed wide to theright,leaving the
score at 6-0.
The Hurons took only 2:36 to retaliate, marching 70 yards on only
six plays, capped by a 4-yard scoring

run by Foster.
Liberty regained the lead when
Harrell booted a 37-yard field goal
with 2:48 left in the first quarter,
making the score 9-7.
Harrell padded the lead to 12-7
early in the second quarter by kicking
a 25-yard field goal.
EMU again came back going 67
yards on seven plays. On a third and
seven play at the LU 10, Huron quarterback Tom Sullivan threw into the
end zone where an LU defender was
whistled for pass interference for
going over the top of the receiver.
The call gave the Hurons afirstdown
at the two-yard line where fullback
Charles Nash hurdled over a stack of
defenders for a two-yard scoring run.
Rutigliano was annoyed by the questionable pass interference call.
"There was no way in the world the
receiver could have caught the ball,"
the Liberty coach explained. "The

purpose of a referee is to make sure
that a team does not go beyond reasonable boundaries to win a football
game. They are not there to dictate
the outcome of a game."
After Nash's run Sullivan (10 for
18 for223 yards) found receiver Todd
Bell deep in the end zone for the twopoint conversion giving EMU a 1512 lead.
Liberty fought back on the very

FABULOUS FIVE
Al
College & Pro Kevin Keith Jeffrey Jeffrey Dave
Worthingtoi
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Games for Oct.
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(31-19)
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Towson State at
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Electrolysis...

OPPORTUNITY. ?.
CHALLENGE...
REWARD.
Air Force Officer Training School can be the start of
a challenging and rewarding career for you. When you
graduate, you'll be a commissioned officer in the
Air Force. You can apply your management skills and
leadership techniques in a stimulating environment
and have opportunity for advancement. Find out how
you can put your college degree to work for you
and your country. AIM HIGH. Contact your Air Force
recruiter today. Call
USAF OFFICER PLACEMENT
800-423-USAF

Fla.
Fla.
Auburn
Auburn Auburn
State
State
'VTryy'!-'•!-"
N.C.
Clem. Stem. Clem. Clem.
State

Fla.
State
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Denver at
Seattle

Denver Seattle Denver Denver Denver Denver
Green
Miami
Bay

New Orleans at
LA- Rams

Rams Rams

Miami Miami

Miami

Rams Rams Rams
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Dr. GoocDoay
The Auto Body Clinic
2022 Lakeside Drive, Lynchburg, VA • 239-1000

LU STUDENT CARD
Preferred Student Card
Valid at all Dr. Goodbody locations.

,

STUDENT BENEFITS:

|

I
FREE ESTIMATES
|
FREE TOWING to Dr. Goodbody when work is performed
• in our clinic.
|
FREE PICKUP AND DELIVERY
I SPECIAL RATES for on-site rental cars while work is
I being
done.
• $25 CREDIT toward deductible.

I

CUSTOMER SIGNATURE

&

10 MINUTES FROM LU
For an appointment please call 239-6850
Mon. - Sat.
407 Old Graves Mill Road
Jonny Ervin received his training at the Robert Fiance School of Hair Design in
New York City. After returning to Lynchburg, he graduated from LU and apprenticed at Super Hair, Inc. At the International Beauty Show held in New
York City, Jonny attended technical seminars under the Sebastian Artistic
Team, Paul Mitchell Systems, Vidal Sassoon and Jingles International.
Ladies Haircut
Men's Haircut
Perm/Cut
Highlites
Highlites/Cut

20.00
15.00
50.00
30.00
40.00

|
|
|
|
j
j
|

I

Haircolor
Clear Cellophane
Reconstructive
Condition Treatment

Jonathans
HAIR CARE CENTER
Call Now for an Appointment: 239-6850
With this Coupon:

$5.00 off Men and Women's Cuts
$10.00 off Perm/Cut
Expires November 11,1989

AIR_

Clem.

Hair Care Center

DOLORES H. AYRES, D.C.T.
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let it work for you.
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When: Oct. 21,1989,1:40 p.m.
Where: Willard May Stadium,
Liberty University campus
Flames Homecoming

After the Tennessee Tech game,
Let's take a trip
Kevin M. the Flames began rolling, and things
down good ol'
were never the same at City Stadium.
memory lane for a
BjOyjB
Hout' s team played almost every game
minute. Think back
as if there were no tomorrow, and the
to two years ago at about this time.
"Dutch" Reagan was our nation's victories piled up by the week. As
leader; it was considered a crime to you well know, Liberty finished 8-3
burn the red, white and blue symbol and missed the Division 1-AA playoffs by a whisker.
of the United States.
On Liberty Mountain Morgan
Was it a serious case of divine
Hout's crew ofgridiron warriors were intervention that changed this foota small-time Division 2 program that ball program around in such a short
resembled a sinking ship.
period of time? Here's a school that
The 1987 Flames, coming off a 1-9 won 22 out of 71 games from 1981 to
season in 1986, began the following 1987. We used to be everybody's
year losing five of its first six games. homecoming guest.
To pour a little salt on the growing
Why things came together so beauwound. Liberty was to be promoted tifully last year I still cannot underto the Division 1 - AA level the follow- stand. Paul Johnson gained one
ing year.
more year of experience; Charles
Can you picture what could have McCray and Leroy Kinard gave the
gone through Morgan Hout's mind at Flames a powerful running attack.
the time? Al Worthington's? Dr. Suddenly the Flames were playing as
Falwell's? How could LU play on if nobody could beat them. The whole
the same field as Appalachian State scenario reminds me of this year's
or James Madison when it was repeat- Baltimore Orioles who came out of
edly stepped on by the likes of West
Georgia College, Wofford College
and Mars Hill College?
Members of the Liberty brain-trust
had to be squirming in their seats just
thinking about Division 1 competiElectrolysis has worked for over lOOyears.
tion.
Let it workforyou. Have that unwanted
The Flames finished with a woeful
hair removed from your upper lip, chin, face,
3-7 in 1987, and it was obvious that
eyebrows, bikini line, breasts, and other parts
they would be taking their lumps for
of your body, permanently.
many years to come. It wasn't a
Call (804) 8 4 5 - 0 4 8 0
pessimistic outlook; it was only realistic.
The dreaded 1988 season arrived
and without any logical explanation,
Experience makes a difference!
something clicked. After a hardBring this ad in for $5 Off First Treatment
fought 17-7 road victory at Division
Licensed, With Over
2511 Memorial Ave., Lynchburg
2 Edinboro, Liberty stunned Tennes13 Years Experience
1 Block from The Plaza
see Tech 24-20, in itsfirsthome game.

Notrf

Notre Dame
Auburn at
Florida State
N.C. State at

Towson State University

Flames burn place in football history

Bama Tenn. Bama Bama Bama

Alatomj

On Deck:
Coaches: Liberty, Sam Rutigliano
(1st year, 5-0)
Towson State, Phil Albert
(18th year, 113-69-3)
Series: Towson State leads 3-2
Analysis: After three consecutive
weeks of playing James Madison,
Eastern Illinois and Eastern Michigan, the Flames (5-0) get a breather
against Division 1-AA patsy Towson
State (1-5).
In the 1988 game in Towson, Md.,
nowhere to compete for the division the Flames ended the season with a
crown. What a difference a year hard-fought 20-14 win over the Tigers. Leroy Kinard led the way for
makes.
Let's move up a year and talk pres- Liberty, rushing for 80 yards on 16
ent-day now. Ex-NFL coach Sam carries while Paul Johnson was held
Rutigliano is the new coach; the to only 90 yards passing, including
Flames gained theirfirstever national two interceptions.
ranking last week, and this Saturday's Towson State, a former powerhouse
homecoming game will mark the in the Division 2 level, which moved
opening of the new 12,000 seat Wil- to the Division 1-AA level two years
ago, has struggled significantly. Aflard May Stadium.
I am willing to say that there is no ter beginning the season with a narcollege program in the country today row 20-17 loss to 1-AA Northeastern,
that has advanced so far in so little the Tigers were walloped soundly by
Division 2 Indiana (Pa.) 27-0. The
time.
Not to over-dramatize the situation following week, TSU dropped a close
by making them sound like the Rocky one to Division 2 New Haven 9-5,
Balboa of football, the Flames will before finally posting its first win
spend several years getting walloped against 1-AA Bucknell 29-23 two
by Division 1 superiors. There's weeks ago.
The Tigers are led by junior quarsimply no way around iL Every great
athletic program has had to pay its terback Chris Goetz, who began the
season with more than 4,500 yards
dues at one time or another.
But while the athletic pastures are passing in his brief career. Look for
in the prospering stage here at LU, Goetz tofindhis favorite target, Mike
Smith, who had 1,056 receiving yards
let's sit back and enjoy the ride.
during the 1988 campaign.

next possession on a brilliant 12yard touchdown run by Kinard, who
broke several tackles before touching
paydirt. The score gave the Flames a
19-15 lead and left most of the 14,127
fans at Rynearson Stadium in shock.
Eastern Michigan continued the seesaw affair with a pair of field goals in
the last 1:37 of the second quarter,
giving the Hurons a 21-19 lead at
halftime.
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Ladies snap losing streak
By JEFFREY A. C O T A
Champion Reporter

The Lady Flames soccer team ended
a five game losing streak by winning
two in a row over Randolph-Macon
Women's College 1-0 and Hollins
College 4-1 Oct. 10 and 13.
The fact that it was Friday the 13th
did not phase Leanne Faulks and the
Lady Flames as they downed Hollins
College 4-1 on a pair of goals by
Faulks at the GE Field.
! Faulks scored her first goal 36:16
into the first period putting the Flames
into the lead for good, 2-1. Faulks
scored again 28:00 into the second
period on a Darlene Saczawa assist.
Saczawa' s shot was knocked down by

Hollins' goalie, Julie King, only to
get away from her, and Faulks scored.
Hollins scored quickly on Allison
Quayle's break away 7:28 into the
game; from then on it was all Liberty.
The Flames were a threat many
times in the first half and finally tied
it up with a Vicki McCarthy goal at
the 21:50 mark.
The Flames defense, sparked by
sophomore Traci Camlin, played
"Charlie Hustle" throughout the game.
Camlin and the rest of the defense put
on a clinic by out-running their opponents to free balls and using quick feet
to steal the ball.
With eight minutes remaining in
the game, McCarthy delivered a corner kick to Debbie Camlin, in front of

Volleyball drops two In D.C.
By KAREN KOLB

24. The Flames will play Virginia
Tech, who beat them earlier in the
season.
; The Liberty University volleyball
"We're really looking forward to
team lost two matches against the playing in the new gym," Kelly said.
Hoyas of Georgetown and the Coloni- "We're hoping for a full house to
als of George Washington in Wash- support Flames volleyball."
ington D.C, Oct. 10 and 11.
I The Flames took on the Hoyas in
the first match, losing 15-11,15-10,
and 15-6. The games were close, but
t u couldn't get the victory.
Ladies
The next night, LU traveled down
to George Washington and lost another close match, 15-13,15-11,7-15 By T H E R E S A D U N C A N
and 15-11.
Champion Reporter
| "Theresa Bream played outstandThe weather was cold in Chicago,
ing for us," coach Sue Kelly said.
but
the Flames were hot
"She displayed good leadership on
The women's cross-country team
the court for us." The Flames' record
placed third out of 20 teams at the
flrops to 5-13 for the season.
£ Thenexthomegame.theflrstgame Loyola University Lakefront Invitajpt the new gym, will be Tuesday, Oct. tional Oct 7.

Champion Reporter

been 5-0 because of the many near
miss shots by the LU offense. Both
Griffis and Amy Ingalls hit the uprights of the goal, and Faulks took
two shots that were almost certain

the Hollins goal, making it 4-1, LU.
"We are working better together
since thefirstgame," Flames captain
Faulks said. "We are thinking more
and we are finishing the game more.
"I'm real pleased with the effort,"
coach Jim Long said. "We give the
Lord all the credit."
The Lady Flames finished the game
with 13 shots on goal to Hollins' 12
shots. Paula Barringer had four saves,
three of which came in the first period.
King recorded six saves for Hollins
College 2-9-2 while the Lady Flames
improved their record 3-7-1.
Julie Griffis scored the winning goal
9:00 into the second period to give the
Lady Flames a 1-0 victory over Randolph-Macon Women's College, Oct.
10 at GE Field.
Griffis broke free and lifted the shot
above Katy Wbodworth' s head to win
the game.
LU dominated the game from the
start, keeping the ball on the R-MWC
end of the field for the better part of
the game.
The score could very well have

In the last few minutes a controversial call was made involving Ingalls.
While a R-MWC player was down,
she grabbed Ingalls leg while Ingalls
went to catch a loose ball.
Ingalls, trying to shake her leg free,
kicked the player and received a red
card, ejecting her from the game and
suspending her from the following
game.
"I didn't believe it was a good call
on behalf of the official," Coach Long
said. "I could've accepted a yellow
card at most, but not a red."
The Lady Flames controlled the
ball for the better part of the game,
holding the Wildcats to only six shots
on goal.
"The girls hustled; they played real
hard," Long said. "They have good
spirits despite all the setbacks."
T h e Flames' Shelly Shelly attempts to pass the ball away from her
Hollins College opponent.
photo by John HO«

Cross country teams prove formidable competitors

Soccer team's only senior
shows leadership qualities
By M A R V I N H A M L E T T
Crampon Reporter

j Looking down the roster of the
^Liberty University men's soccer
team, there is a point that seems to
catch the eye. The soccer team has
only one senior: John Davis.
Davis started playing soccer in the
: seventh grade after transferring from
i a public school to Cedar Grove Chris.-. tian Academy in Philadelphia.
5 "I was not saved yet," Davis re" called. "I accepted Christ on Sept.
27,1983."
While he was in high school, Davis
was named to the First Team AllConference in baseball, basketball and
soccer.
"Baseball was originally my first
love," Davis said. "ButasI got older,
soccer became my favorite sport."
Davis was raised in a family of
seven, the youngest of five children.
The most important person in John's
life is his mother.
"My mother is very inspirational to

me, " John revealed. "She is a great
example and a hard worker."
Davisv'nMam, is admired by hisroommate Dave Wisner, also on the
soccer team.
"John's leadership on and off the
field is afinetrait," Wisner said. "He
is very hard worker."
Davis* 3.5 grade point average is
evidence of his strong character as a
hard worker. "Anything I do, I try to
give 110 percent," the senior stated.
His coach agrees that Davis is a
hard worker. "John is a very important player on thefield,"Flames coach
Bill Bell said. "He works very hard
on his game."
Davis sees substantial playing time,
always hustles and keeps his head
into the game.
"John hustles and is very aggressive," All-South Atlantic sweeper
Freeman Turkson said.
Defender Jeff Alder agreed, "He
hustles whether it's a practice or a
game. That's how he shows leadership."
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Rimijoes
^
Ice Cream Parlor
W
• Fine Desserts
Flavors
of Hershey's Ice Cream & Yogurts
•40Pitas
& Pizza
• Sandwiches - Croissants
Hour*;
• Hamburgers & Hot Dogs
Mon.-Thure. 11:30-10
491S Fort Avenue
Fri.-Sat. 11:30-11
Lynchburg
Sunday 1:00-10

237-7825

Scoring a total of 114 points, the
Lady Flames defeated such teams as
the University of Illinois, Marquette,
Eastern Illinois and De Paul.
Karen Eisemann led the Flames
with a 13th place finish out of the
crowd of 189 runners. She ran her
best time of the season (18:55) on the
3.1 mile course.
Lynn Attwood finished closely
behind Eisemann in 17th place with a
time of 19:12.
Patti Bottiglieri, the next Liberty
runner to finish, ran 19:44 to finish
the course 26th place overall.
Cheryl Nash had what coach Ron
Hopkins called an "excellent race,"
finishing in 33rd place in 20:08.
Libertys fourth, fifth and sixth
runners came in as follows: Suzanne
Duncan (42nd, 20:26); Jennifer
Reeder (60th, 20:50); and Theresa
Duncan, (81st, 21:15).
"We were able to defeat some good

teams," coach Hopkins said. "We
showed we can compete well against
teams from outside the region."

Mens
By TIM S E A R S
Champion Reporter

Liberty's men'scross country team
finished sixth out of 22 teams at the
Loyola meet on Oct. 7. Liberty ran
against a high level of competition.
Kentucky won the meet with 24
points, as LU beat the University of
Illinois and the University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee.
Team members felt the meet prepared them for the state meet in Williamsburg. Sophomore Bret Honeycutt said, "We're ready to have a
better race than last year because we
have a much better team this year."
Phone: (804) 384-1631

Office Hours By Appointment

WITH OLD CLOTHES

Nice As New
2828 Linkhorne
384-3997

from the return of Ray McQanahan,.
who missed last week due to a class
conflict
The individual placings of the
Loyola meet are as follows: Michael
Shupe 26:12; Steve Hurst, 27:00;
Chad Englekes, 27:15; Damien Bates,
27:19; Curt Holloway, 27:35; Bret
Honeycutt, 27:36; and Brent Squires;
27:48.

ROD

LARSON

LYNCHBURG CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
LARRY G. McGLOTHLIN, D.C.

FREE CONSULTATION TO
LU STUDENTS

2900 Old Forest Road
Lynchburg, Virginia 24501

If You're Seriously Into Music, You'll Discover
The Record Exchange Sooner or Later.
O
O
O
O
O
O
O

New Releases As Much As $3.00 Iielow Regular Retail Prices!
Thousands Of Used CDs, LPs & Cassettes Priced Even Lower!
ALL Items, New AND Used, Guaranteed For Condition!
Great Selection of Alternative Music, Independents & Imports!
Free Search Service For Out or Print or Hard To Find Items!
Special Orders Handled Quickly and With No Extra Charge!
We Buy YOUR Unwanted CDs, LPs & Tapes If They're in
Demand & In Good Enough Condition!

"TALK-BACK"

Monday-Saturday 10 'til 9; Sunday 1 'HI 6

The Plaza, Memorial Ave.

Live-by-Satellite Nationwide Radio
Weekday Afternoons

Sooner Saves More Money.

EARN CASH
FAST!

Sophomore Brent Squires added,
"We're running closer together, and
we should pace better than last year
(8th)."
Junior Steve Hurst said, "We're
ready in the fact everyone is healthy,
but I don't believe we're running up
to our potential."
The team, which sent all 11 runners to the state meet, should benefit

A provocative, candid, controversial talk show
taking calls from across America.
Bob Larson gives you a new view on
today's issues.

This Coupon Good For

ONE EXTRA CD "JEWEL BOX"

J

With Any Purchase of One or More CDs
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Buy 3 and Oet a 4th One
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•FREE!!
I Pick Up AM4 USED LPS OB USED CASSETTES,
Present TW» Coupon, and the Lowest Priced Item
Is on the House!
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INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING NETWORK. INC.

Christian Music Available

P.O. Box 39096 Denver, CO 80236

(303) 9BO-1211
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House of Death serves
as one part of Scaremare
By JULIE METHOD
Special to the Champion

Scaremare's House of Death is only one aspect of YouthQuest's fall ministry.
"We don' t want spiritual abortion," Dean Francis, former president of YouthQuest Club, said when he was
asked why there is such extensive ScareMare follow-up.
ScareMare, sponsored by Youth Quest Club, is in its 17th year. When it opens its doors at dusk for the
last three weekends in October, many thousands will be scared out of their wits as they go through the house
of death. At the end of each tour the visitors will hear the gospel clearly presented.
More thanl,500 decisions were recorded during ScareMare in 1988. Using an organized follow-up
program, YouthQuest members make the initial follow-up contact These volunteers go through a45-minute
training course before ScareMare begins. The nextfiveSaturdays are spent visiting junior and senior high
students and collegians who make decisions. Other age catagories are followed-up by leaders at Thomas
Road.
After this initial contact is made, the new Christians are then asked to become involved with various school
YouthQuest clubs, which are the ministry of Thomas Road Baptist Church.
Names are then turned over to leaders in the Sunday School departments of Thomas Road; however, many
of the YouthQuest volunteers keep up their own contact.
Dean Francis took the opportunity to disciple a junior boy after ScareMare last year. He made the initial
contact the weekend after the teenager made the decision at ScareMare. "To him the seeds (of salvation)
had been planted before ScareMare, but ScareMare reaffirmed his need," Francis stated.
For the past year Francis has been meeting on a regular basis to disciple him through die basics of die Bible.
"There is no greater blessing than to see someone growing in the Lord," Francis added.
This year for ScareMare 60 people have volunteered for follow-up. "The ultimate goal for follow-up is
to allow diem (die 60 workers) tofindone kid to stick with and disciple them through die year," Francis said.
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